Anhui Normal University

Introduction

Founded in 1928, Anhui Normal University (ANU) is one of the oldest institutes of higher learning established in Anhui Province. With its location in Wuhu City which is well-known as a land of rice and fish and nested in the southern bank of the world famous Yangtze River, Shanghai and Nanjing. ANU is widely acknowledged as one of the key provincial universities with natural charms of southern Anhui and famous talents from Anhui.

ANU is now composed of 18 colleges, offering a complete and systematic student cultivation system which varies at different degree levels from bachelor to doctors and in different forms from full-time higher education, adult higher education to international education. ANU has now developed into a comprehensive full-fledged university that provides subject studies in literature, history, philosophy, economics, administration, laws, science, engineering, pedagogy and etc.

Presently, ANU possesses 7 doctor-degree posts, 88 master-degree posts and 60 under-graduate majors. The university has occupies an area of 1.93 million square meters in total, which is environmentally ideal for teaching and learning.

ANU is one of the first group of universities that were accredited by the Ministry of Education to accept international students enjoying Chinese government scholarships. Besides, it is one of the national bases of Teaching Chinese Language and Culture for Oversea Chinese and the location of Anhui Provincial Center of Chinese Language International.

College of International Education is both an academic school for Chinese language leaning and an administration institute for international students. It has a well-equipped teaching building, an international students’ apartment with modern facilities and a sound faculty. At present, it offers Chinese language teaching not only for general students but also for undergraduates in Chinese language majors and postgraduates in the subject of teaching Chinese as the second language.
Besides, the college can transfer students to other colleges for further education according to their requirements.

Since 1985, the college has received more than 3000 foreign students from over 40 countries or regions of the world and established long-term friendly cooperation and academic communication with universities or institutes of higher learning, research departments and academic organizations in America, Britain, Germany, Finland, Australia, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Japan, Viet Nam and Cuba. College of International Education always faces for the world and the future in confidence and with warmth and will provide our international students with high-quality education and excellent service.

Welcome to Anhui Normal University, a right place for you to study and enjoy Chinese culture!

Degree Programs

Bachelor's Degree (4 years)
General Scholar (1-2 years)
1. Chinese Language & Literature
2. Chinese Language
3. Journalism
4. Advertising
5. Chinese as a Foreign Language
6. Ideological and Political Education
7. Political Science & Public Administration
8. Administration
9. Law
10. Economics
11. Human Resources Management
12. Financial Administration
13. Marketing and Sales
14. History
15. Social Work
16. Public Undertaking Management
17. Culture Industry Administration
18. Pedagogy
19. Preschool Education
20. Psychology
21. Educational Technology
22. Photography
23. English
24. Japanese
25. Russian
26. Music
27. Music Acting
28. Music composing & its technical Theory
29. Fine Arts
30. Artistic Design
31. Painting
32. Animation
33. Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
34. Computer Science and Technology
35. Physics
36. Science & Technology of Optic Information
37. Electronic Information Engineering
38. Communication Engineering
39. Chemistry
40. Applied Chemistry
41. Materials Chemistry
42. Chemical Project and Technology
43. Biological Science
44. Biological Technology
45. Ecology
46. Geographical Science
47. Land Resources Management
48. Geographical Information System
49. Tourism Management
50. Land Resources Management
51. Physical Education
52. Social Sports
53. Athletic Training
54. Environmental Science
55. Environmental Engineering

Instruction:
- All majors are accepting general students (non-degree students).
All courses are taught in Chinese language.

Master's Degree (3 years)
1. Aesthetics
2. Literary & Artistic Science
3. Chinese Linguistics
4. Linguistics & Applied Linguistics
5. Chinese Ancient Texts
6. Chinese Ancient Literature
7. Chinese Modern & Contemporary Literature
8. Comparative Literature & World Literature
9. Communication
10. Marxist Philosophy
11. Foreign Philosophy
12. Chinese Philosophy
13. Ethics
14. Political Science
15. Knowledge of Constitution & Administration
16. History of the Chinese Communist Party
17. Marxist Theory and Ideological and Political Education
18. Specialized History
19. Chinese Ancient History
20. Chinese Modern & Contemporary History
21. World History
22. Principle of Pedagogy
23. History of Pedagogies
24. Advanced Pedagogies
25. Education Technology
26. Applied Psychology
27. Developmental & Educational Psychology
28. English Language & Literary
29. Music
30. Art
31. Fine Arts
32. History of Economics
33. Sociology
34. Theories & History of Science
35. Historical Philology
36. Social Security
37. Basic Mathematics
38. Theory of Probability and Mathematical Statistics
39. Applied Mathematics
40. Applied Technology of Computer Science
41. Atomic and Molecular Physics
42. Theoretical Physics
43. Optics
44. Inorganic Chemistry
45. Analytical Chemistry
46. Organic Chemistry
47. Physical Chemistry
48. Polymer Chemistry & Physics
49. Science of Materials
50. Material Physics and Chemistry
51. Applied Chemistry
52. Botany
53. Zoology
54. Aquatic Biology
55. Nervous Biology
56. Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
57. Cell Biology
58. Ecology
59. Protection & Uses of Wild Animals and plants
60. Economics of Population, Resources and Environment
61. Regional Economics
62. Physical Geography
63. Human Geography
64. Cartography and Geographical Information System
65. Tourism Management
66. Physical Education Humanities and Sociology
67. Physical Education and Training
68. Regional Economics
69. Environmental Science

Doctoral Degree (3 years)
1. Ancient Chinese Literature (Literature in Tang and Song Dynasties, Literature in Pre-Qin/Han/Wei and Six Dynasties, Literature in Yuan/Ming and Qing)
2. Ancient Chinese History (History in Ming and Qing, History in Tang and Song, Studies of Anhui, History in Warrior State of Qin and Han, History of Chinese ancient Academic etc.)
5. Human Cultural Geography (Tourism Geography, Cultural Geography, Urban Development & Regional planning, Urban Geography & Urban Economics etc.)

Fees

For Self-financed International Students

1. Short-term program costs (less than 6 months):
   1) Registration fee: RMB 400 per person
   2) Tuition: RMB 20 per person per period
   3) Books and supplies: RMB 200 per person per term

2. Long-term program costs (6 months and above):
   1) Enrollment fee: RMB 400 per person
   2) Books: RMB 500 each academic year (estimated)
   3) Tuition: Student Category Fee per year
      - Non-degree students including General Scholar, Senior Scholar, Chinese Language Students: RMB 12,000
      - Bachelor's Degree (Liberal Arts): RMB 12,000
      - Bachelor's Degree (Science): RMB 14,000
      - Bachelor’s Degree (Arts and Music): RMB 18,000

3. Master's and Doctoral Degree:
   1) Registration fee: RMB 400 per person
   2) Books: RMB 500 each academic year (estimated)
   3) Tuition: Student Category Fee per year
      - Postgraduates of Liberal Arts: RMB 16,000
      - Postgraduates of Science: RMB 18,000

4. Accommodation and costs:
The university has a fully-equipped building for our international students. Each room has a TV set, an air-conditioner, a telephone, a bath-room and etc. Besides, on the first floor there is a kitchen with several refrigerators and a laundry. All these make our students’ living here convenient and pleasant. Costs for students studying for more than half a year are as followed:
   1) Double room: RMB 15 per day per person
   2) Single room: RMB 28 per day per person

Contacts

College of International Education of Anhui Normal University
Add: No 1 Beijing East Road, Wuhu, Anhui province, China
Post code: 241000
Internet address: http://www.ahnu.edu.cn/site/cie/
Tel: 0086-553-3937088
0086-553-3869406
Fax: 0086-553-3839452
E-mail: liuban@mail.ahnu.edu.cn